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ABSTRACT

Objective: Determining the Minimal Clinically Important Difference (MCID) of questionnaires on an interval scale, the Trait Level (TL) scale, using Item Response Theory (IRT) models could overcome its association with baseline severity. The aim of this study was to compare the Sensitivity (Se), Specificity (Sp) and Predictive Values (PV) of the MCID determined on the Score scale (MCID-Sc) or on the TL-scale (MCID-TL).

Study design and setting: The MCID-Sc and MCID-TL of the MOS-SF36 general health subscale were determined for deterioration and for improvement on a cohort of 1170 patients using an anchor-based method and a partial credit model. The Se, Sp and PV were calculated using the global rating of change (the anchor) as the gold standard test.

Results: The MCID-Sc magnitude was smaller for improvement (1.58 points) than for deterioration (-7.91 points). The Se, Sp and PV were similar for MCID-Sc and MCID-TL in both cases. However, if the MCID was defined on the score scale as a function of a range of baseline scores, its Se, Sp and PV were consistently higher.

Conclusion: This study reinforces the recommendations concerning the use of a MCID-Sc defined as a function of a range of baseline scores.
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What is new?

- The Minimal Clinically Important Difference (MCID) defined as a function of a range of baseline scores leads to a better classification of individuals having experienced “at least a minimally important change” versus “no change” over time than the MCID defined without considering the baseline severity.

- Determining the MCID using Item Response Theory (IRT) models does not greatly enhance its Sensitivity (Se), Specificity (Sp) and Predictive Values (PV) compared with its determination on the score scale.

- The lack of interval scale properties of the score is not fully responsible for the MCID dependence on baseline severity.
1 Introduction

Multi-item questionnaires are increasingly used in longitudinal studies to measure perceived health status and to assess its changes over time. Indeed, clinicians and policy makers are more and more interested in integrating patient’s perspective and experience of disease and illness in the evaluation of treatments, interventions or public health policies [1-5]. However, a major limitation to the use of these measurement instruments in clinical research or epidemiological studies is their interpretability [6-17]. For instance, what is the meaning of a two-point reduction over a six month period when anxiety is assessed with a 20 points scale? Is it a trivial or a meaningful difference? The Minimal Clinically Important Difference (MCID) is a concept defined to help with the interpretation of observed differences obtained in longitudinal studies using questionnaires-[18].

The best method for determining the MCID of a questionnaire is still under debate, however, anchor-based methods are recommended by numerous authors as they compare observed score differences to external criteria that have clinical relevance [7, 11-12, 14, 19]. These criteria can be indicators of clinical response or of illness evolution but the most used are patient-based Global Ratings of Change (GRC) since they provide a simple measure of the significance of change from the individual perspective [3, 13-14, 19-20]. In practice, multiple anchors are more and more often used in the same study [21-23].

Several issues are, nevertheless, still complicating the MCID determination, especially its variations among populations, estimations approaches, etc., and raise questions about the existence of a unique questionnaire-specific MCID [11, 24-27]. One of these issues concerns the influence of the subjects’ baseline score (BS) on the MCID value calculated using the anchor-based methods, as it has been shown in various studies [9, 27-36]. For that matter, various authors have recommended to define the MCID as a function of a range of
Thus, to be able to conclude on the meaningfulness of someone’s change, different MCID values should be considered depending on the subject’s BS.

Several origins to this phenomenon have been mentioned [12]. The first one can be explained in psychophysical terms and is in relation with the subjective feature of the MCID concept: the subject’s perception of a clinically meaningful change can be different depending on his/her baseline severity [37]. The second one is related to the statistical nature of the MCID concept and is called regression to the mean that describes the statistical tendency of extreme scores to become less extreme at follow-up [19, 30]. At last, two other potential origins of the MCID association with baseline severity concern the score itself (possibly weighted sum of the items responses) used as a measure of the construct (i.e. pain, anxiety, etc.) evaluated by the questionnaire. One of these origins is due to the upper and lower bounds of this score which are responsible for the floor/ceiling effects: patients whose BS is close to the ends of the scale are not able to register a large change because such a change would exceed the span of the scale [12, 25, 36-37]. The other one concerns the scale level of the score which has not necessarily the interval scale properties. With an interval scale, units along the scale are equal to one another [4, 36, 38-39]. The present study focuses on the potential lack of interval scale properties of the score and its role in the MCID dependence to BS phenomenon. Indeed, if the score scale is not an interval scale, interpretation of score differences can vary depending on the different portions of the scale.

Models from the Item Response Theory (IRT) are convenient tools to analyze questionnaire data and express the results on an interval scale. In this theory, the construct measured by the questionnaire, called latent trait, is assessed by a quantitative variable with interval scale properties, the Trait Level (TL) [40]. Thus, if the questionnaire measures
anxiety (the latent trait) for example, an x-unit difference represents the same quantity whatever its location on the TL-scale (low, medium or high level of anxiety). If our hypothesis concerning the role of the interval scale properties in the MCID association with baseline severity is true, the MCID determination on the TL-scale using an IRT model, could therefore avoid this phenomenon. We could, thus, expect fewer misclassifications of individuals having experienced “at least a minimally important change” versus “no change” over time than with the MCID determined on the score scale.

The aim of our study is therefore to compare the Sensitivity (Se), Specificity (Sp), Positive and Negative Predictive Values (PPV and NPV) of the MCID determined on the Score scale (MCID-Sc) and the MCID determined on the TL-scale (MCID-TL) using an IRT model and an anchor-based method in which the external criteria is considered as the gold standard test.

2 Methods

2.1 Data source

Data came from a French multicenter longitudinal prospective SATISQOL study composed of 1709 hospitalised patients, enrolled between October 2008 and September 2010, younger than 75 years-old and attending surgery or medical intervention for a chronic illness of one of the following systems: cardiovascular, musculoskeletal, nephrology, urology, digestive, pulmonary or endocrine. To be included, patients needed to speak French, have sufficient cognitive function to complete a self-administered questionnaire and exhibit symptoms of their chronic illness for, at least, six months. They were excluded if they did not have a therapeutic intervention during their hospitalisation.

Demographic information (age, sex, diagnosis, etc.), self-reported satisfaction with care (French version of the Patient Judgements of Hospital Quality questionnaire [41-42])
and quality of life (French version of the Medical Outcomes Study Short Form-36 questionnaire - MOS-SF36 [43-44]) were obtained during hospitalisation. Six months later, patients were asked to fill in the MOS-SF36 questionnaire again during a scheduled medical consultation. The study was approved by the ethic committee of Lorraine, France, and all the patients gave their informed consent to participate.

2.2 Questionnaire

The MOS-SF36 is a generic 36-items questionnaire divided into eight subscales addressing physical, mental and social health, and one item assessing health transition. To ensure the construct’s unidimensionality required by the IRT model used in this study, analyses were performed on the five items of the General Health (GH) subscale. Each of these items was rated on an ordinal scale with five categories. The score, ranging from zero (worst perceived general health) to 100, was computed as recommended by the MOS-SF36 user’s guide [43]. Likewise, an individual mean imputation was performed if there were less than three missing responses in the GH-subscale as advocated.

The item assessing health transition at the six-month follow-up was chosen to be used as the GRC: “Compared to six months ago, how would you rate your health in general now?” Patients could choose between five responses: “Much better”, “Somewhat better”, “About the same”, “Somewhat worse” and “Much worse”.

Patients with three or more missing responses in the GH-subscale or who did not answer to the GRC at the six-month follow-up were excluded from the sample used for the analyses.
2.3 Analyses

Since it is well known that the amount and quality of change is likely to be different for improvement as compared to deterioration, the following analyses were performed in both circumstances [14-15, 19, 25, 28].

2.3.1 MCID-Sc determination

Changes in general health over the six-month interval were computed as the difference between baseline (T1) and six-month (T2) GH-subscale score. The MCID-Sc was computed as the mean score change from T1 to T2 in the subgroup of patients who answered “Somewhat better” to the GRC (SB group) for improvement and in the subgroup of patients who answered “Somewhat worse” (SW group) for deterioration. The dependence of score change to the BS was evaluated using Pearson’s correlation coefficients. Polychoric correlation coefficients were used to assess association between score change and responses to the GRC.

Since it is recommended by various authors, a MCID-Sc composed of several values according to a range of Baseline Scores was determined: the MCID-Sc_{BS} [12, 14, 19, 30, 35]. Concretely, the MCID-Sc_{BS} was defined as the three means of score change from T1 to T2 for patients having a BS in the first third ([0 – 33]), the second third ([33 – 67]) or the higher third of the scale ([67 – 100]), in the SB group for improvement and in the SW group for deterioration.

2.3.2 MCID-TL determination

2.3.2.1 Assumptions of IRT

IRT models rely on three fundamental assumptions: unidimensionality, local independence and monotonicity. The unidimensionality of the GH subscale was checked, at
each assessment time, using an eigenvalues analysis and the fit examination of a Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) model with one factor. The Root Mean Square Error Approximation (RMSEA, acceptable fit if <0.06), the Comparative Fit Index (acceptable fit if >0.95), the Tucker Lewis Index (acceptable fit if >0.95) and the Standardized Root Mean Square Residual (acceptable fit if <0.08) were examined to evaluate the fit of the CFA model [45]. A non parametric IRT analysis was also performed by fitting a Monotonicaly Homogeneous Model of Mokken to our data. A good fit, evaluated by the Loevinger’s H coefficients, indicates that the three IRT fundamental assumptions are [46]. Finally, the internal consistency of the GH subscale was checked by the computation of the Cronbach’s alpha coefficient which was considered as acceptable if it was higher than 0.7 [47].

2.3.2.2 Fit of the Partial Credit Model (PCM) and item parameters estimation

A PCM, an IRT model for polytomous data (cf. supplementary material), was fitted on the data at T1 and T2 separately. A PCM was chosen because it is a model of the Rasch family which is very commonly used in the field of health related questionnaires [48]. This model defines MxJ item parameters with M the number of the response categories of the J items of the scale. In this model, the concept measured by the scale is represented by a random variable following a normal distribution. Fit tests, based on a chi-squared comparison, are known to be highly susceptible to large sample sizes. The PCM fit was, thus, adjusted for an expected sample of 400 individuals at both assessment times, which is a large enough sample to estimate the parameters of a PCM [49].

Measurement invariance of the GH subscale was checked using comparisons of the item parameters confidence intervals at both assessment times. As recommended if measurement invariance is met, averaged item parameters from across the two assessment
times were obtained by fitting a PCM on a data set made up of the T1 and T2 data sets [50-51].

2.3.2.3 *MCID-TL determination*

A latent regression IRT model was used to assess the TL mean variation over time within the SB/SW groups (cf. supplementary material). The MCID-TL was thus defined as the time effect on the TL-scale (TL mean change from T1 to T2) in the SB group for improvement and in the SW group for deterioration, respectively. To classify patients as having experienced “at least a minimally important change” or “no change”, these MCID-TL had to be translated onto the score scale. A PCM was thus used to provide the relationship between the TL and the expected score at the GH subscale (cf. supplementary material). Using this translation tool, the score difference equivalent to the MCID-TL was determined for each BS varying from 0.5 to 99.5 by an increment of 0.5. Thus, knowing each patient’s BS, it was possible to determine if his/her score change over the six-month interval was larger than the MCID-TL or not. Due to the logistic form of the PCM, it was not possible to translate the MCID-TL for extreme BS (0 or 100); therefore it was approximated to the value obtained for the nearest BS (0.5 or 99.5 respectively).

2.3.3 *Se, Sp, PPV and NPV computation*

Each patient of the whole sample was classified as having experienced “at least a minimally important change” or “no change" over the six-month interval using the MCID-Sc, the MCID-ScBS and the MCID-TL classifications. Se, Sp, PPV and NPV were thus computed using the patient’s response at the GRC as the gold standard classification.
2.3.4 Software

Descriptive analysis, graphs, factor analysis and non parametric IRT analysis were performed using Stata®/MP 12.1 and the Microsoft® Office Excel 2007 spreadsheet program [52-53]. The items parameters and the PCM fit were estimated using RUMM® 2030 [54]. Finally, the SAS software 9.3 was used to estimate the MCID-TL values using the longitudinal form of the PCM with mixed effects [55].

3 Results

At baseline, 1709 patients (877 men – 56.1%, 686 women – 43.9%, missing information for 146 patients) were entered. The average age of the participants was 55.7 (Standard Deviation – SD=14.0) years with a range of 18 to 80 years. At six-month follow-up, the response rate was 89.4%, i.e. 1528 patients. Amongst them, 58 did not answer to the GRC at T2 and 300 had more than two missing responses to the GH-subscale at T1 or T2, leaving 1170 patients for the analysis. The average GH-subscale score was 52.1 (SD=22.4) at T1 and 51.7 (SD=23.3) at T2. In the figure 1 is depicted a histogram of the BS which was lower than or equal to 33 for 269 (23.0%) patients and higher than or equal to 67 for 372 (31.8%) patients.

[Figure 1 near here]

3.1 MCID-Sc determination

The response to the GRC was “Much better” for 266 (22.7%) patients, “Somewhat better” for 360 (30.8%), “About the same” for 401 (34.3%), “Somewhat worse” for 112 (9.6%) and “Much worse” for 31 (2.6%). The MCID-Sc of the GH subscale was equal to 1.58 (Standard Error - SE=0.76) points for improvement and to -7.91 (SE=1.26) points for deterioration. To notice, the mean score change in the group of patients considered as stable (who rated their health as “About the same” compared with six months ago) was -
3.16 (SE=0.68). Polychoric correlation between score change and responses to the GRC was equal to -0.29.

Pearson’s correlation between the score change and the BS was equal to -0.35 in the SB group and to -0.62 in the SW group. Box plots in figure 2 show the variation of the score change over the six-month interval depending on the BS in the SB and SW groups. Globally, for improvement, the higher the BS, the smaller the score change. Conversely, for deterioration, the higher the BS, the larger the score change.

Means of score change specified in figure 2 for each subgroup of patients defined by their BS were used to determine the MCID-SCBS. For instance, the MCID-SCBS for improvement was equal to 8.4 (SE=1.4) if the BS was included in [0 – 33] and to 2.5 (SE=1.0) if it was included in [33 – 67] in the SB group. If the BS was included in [67 – 100] in the SB group, the MCID-SCBS for improvement was set to zero since the mean score change was negative in this subgroup.

[Figure 2 near here]

3.2 MCID-TL determination

At both times, only one eigenvalue was higher than one and the ratio of the first to the second eigenvalue was higher than four. All the criteria indicated an acceptable fit for the one factor CFA model, except the RMSEA which was equal to 0.088 at T1 and to 0.102 at T2. However, all the Loevinger’s H coefficients did not detect any violation of the fundamental IRT assumptions. Finally, a good internal consistency was found at both assessment times with a Cronbach’s alpha coefficient equal to 0.81 at T1 and to 0.84 at T2.

The assumptions of a good PCM fit to the data were not rejected at 5% (p=0.19 at T1 and p=0.32 at T2). The measurement invariance of the GH-subscale was assumed since the confidence interval of the 20 item parameters estimated at T1 overlapped with their
confidence interval estimated at T2. The MCID-TL for improvement was estimated at 0.0839 (SE=0.0443) and at -0.4806 (SE=0.0833) for deterioration. It can be noted that the mean TL change in the group of patients considered as stable was equal to -0.1919 (SE=0.0426).

In the figure 3 is depicted the relationship between the expected GH subscale score and the TL whose logistic shape is typical of the Rasch family models. Using this translation tool, it was possible to translate the MCID-TL on the score for each BS and represent it, as in the figure 4 on the X-axis with the BS on the Y-axis. For example, a patient with a score of 20 on the GH subscale at baseline should have undergone a 1.5 points increase on his/her score at T2 to be classified as having experienced a minimal clinically important improvement using the MCID-TL whereas a patient with a BS equal to 80 should have undergone a 0.5 points increase.

3.3 Se, Sp, PPV and NPV calculation

The Se, Sp and predictive values for the MCID-Sc, MCID-Sc\textsubscript{BS} and the MCID-TL are shown for improvement and deterioration in table 1. All these values but one are lower than 80%.

4 Discussion

Our study was designed to evaluate the advantages of IRT models for the determination of the MCID of the MOS-SF36 questionnaire GH subscale in a sample of hospitalized patients suffering from a chronic disease and undergoing a therapeutic intervention. In our study, the use of IRT models does not improve the Se, Sp and predictive values of the MCID-TL compared to the MCID-Sc, except for deterioration where its Se and
predictive values seem slightly increased. For the MCID-Scbs, observed Se, Sp, and predictive values are consistently higher than for MCID-Sc or MCID-TL.

The overall lack of superiority of the MCID-TL compared to the MCID-Sc can be explained in considering figures 1 and 3. Indeed, in the figure 3, it can be seen that the relationship between the GH subscale score and the TL is quasi linear for a score ranged from 20 to 80 approximately. It means that, in this score range, the scale level of the GH subscale score nearly reaches the interval scale level. Moreover, in the study sample, 965 (82.5%) patients had a BS ranged in ]20 − 80], as it can be seen in figure 1. It follows that few misclassifications of individuals having experienced “at least a minimally important change” versus “no change” over time, using the MCID-Sc, can be explained by the lack of interval scale properties of the score scale in our study. However, the magnitude of the MCID is another important factor to consider. Indeed, this magnitude is approximately five times larger for deterioration than for improvement. The slightly better MCID-TL’s performances in the case of deterioration suggested in our study could result from its magnitude since the lack of interval scale properties of the score could lead to more distortions in a large difference than in a small difference, i.e. the larger the quantity measured, the larger the discrepancy observed between its measures on the score scale or on the TL-scale.

The other important result of our study concerns the better results obtained with the MCID-Scbs. Further research should be done to disentangle the origins of this phenomenon and to determine if it could be explained by a different perception of change depending on the baseline severity. Indeed, for example, the MCID decrease with the increasing BS observed in the case of improvement could result from the ceiling effect as well as from the Regression To the Mean (RTM) phenomenon. In concrete terms, the ceiling effect is due to a lack of items able to measure a minimal clinically significant improvement for patients with
an already high score at baseline. The score change observed for these patients is, therefore, lower than the change which would have been observed if there had been no ceiling effect. Although this effect is smaller than on the score scale, the use of the LT is also subject to floor and ceiling effects and it might be another reason for the lack of superiority of the MCID-TL compared to the MCID-Sc [56]. The RTM phenomenon is responsible for a higher probability of negative change score for patients in the upper part of the BS distribution (statistical tendency of extreme scores to become less extreme at follow-up). In our study, the RTM could explain the negative mean change score (-4.8) observed in the subgroup of patients with a BS comprised in [67 – 100] in the SB group (i.e. a decreasing mean score on the GH subscale from T1 to T2 whereas patients rated their health in general on the GRC at T2 as better than at T1).

One of the most cited limits of the anchor-based method concerns the validity of the anchor [19, 27, 29, 57]. In our study, the weak values of the Se, Sp, and predictive values and correlations observed between score change from T1 to T2 and the GRC observed raise questions about the validity of the MOS-SF36 health transition item used as an anchor. In the MOS-SF36 questionnaire, the response to this item is not used to compute the score of the other eight dimensions assessed and, consequently, of the GH subscale. This item’s face validity is obviously good to assess change on the construct supposed to be measured by the GH-subscale. However, the mean change in the subgroup of patients considered as stable (health in general rated as “About the same” compared with six months ago) was negative on the score scale (-3.16) as well as on the TL-scale (-0.19). These results raise different questions [27]: is the construct measured by the GH-subscale the same as the “health in general” referred to in the GRC? Has this GRC still the same meaning for the patients when assessing their health six month ahead (recall bias)? Finally, does response shift in one or
several items of the GH-subscale occur from T1 to T2? Further analysis should be done to clarify these issues. Another limit should be discussed concerning the heterogeneity of diseases in the cohort used in this study. The use of a more valid anchor and/or a more homogeneous clinically-defined cohort may have improved the values of the Se, Sp, PPV and NPV for each of the MCID values calculated with the three different methods but would unlikely have favoured one method over another.

To our knowledge, this work is the first one which uses IRT models to determine the MCID on the TL. These models are powerful tools that make the measurement of subjective phenomenon on an interval level scale possible. However, our study shows that, for the GH-subscale of the MOS-SF36 questionnaire, the ability of a single MCID value to classify individuals as having experienced “at least a minimally important change” versus “no change” over time, is not enhanced if the MCID is determined on the TL-scale compared with the MCID-Sc. Furthermore, the recommendations done by various authors concerning the use of several MCID values according to the baseline severity (MCID-ScBS) values are reinforced by our results [13, 15, 22, 30, 35]. Methods to determine the number of values for the MCID-ScBS which leads to the highest Se and Sp for a scale should be developed. The choice of this number should obviously be balanced with the logistical challenge of a large number of values in practice, especially with separate MCID values for improvement and deterioration.
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Figure 1: Histogram of the general health (GH) subscale score at baseline
Figure 2: Box plots of the general health subscale score change from time 1 to time 2, depending on the score at time 1, in the subgroups of patients who answered “Somewhat better” (Improvement) or “Somewhat worse” (Deterioration) to the global rating of change (µ: Mean, SE: Standard Error, N: Number of patients)
Figure 3: Expected general health subscale score depending on the trait level
Figure 4: Minimal Clinically Important Difference determined on the Trait Level for improvement (MCID-TL= 0.0839) and deterioration (MCID-TL= -0.4806), translated on the score scale, depending on the baseline score.
Table 1: Sensitivity (Se), Specificity (Sp), Positive Predictive Value (PPV) and Negative Predictive Value (NPV) for the Minimal Clinically Important Difference determined on the score scale (MCID-Sc), on the trait level (MCID-TL) or defined as a range of values on the score scale according to the Baseline Score (MCID-Sc₉₅) of the general health subscale for people who rated their health as better (Improvement) or worse (Deterioration) compared to six month ago.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Se</th>
<th>Sp</th>
<th>PPV</th>
<th>NPV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[CI₉₅%]</td>
<td>[CI₉₅%]</td>
<td>[CI₉₅%]</td>
<td>[CI₉₅%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MCID-Sc</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Improvement</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCID-Sc₉₅</td>
<td>56.6%</td>
<td>68.6%</td>
<td>73.8%</td>
<td>50.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[52.7 – 60.4]</td>
<td>[64.0 – 73.1]</td>
<td>[69.8 – 77.7]</td>
<td>[46.1 – 54.5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MCID-TL</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Deterioration</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCID-Sc₉₅</td>
<td>53.2%</td>
<td>75.8%</td>
<td>43.9%</td>
<td>81.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[45.0 – 61.3]</td>
<td>[71.6 – 80.0]</td>
<td>[36.5 – 51.3]</td>
<td>[78.0 – 85.9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MCID-TL</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>51.1%</td>
<td>63.8%</td>
<td>33.5%</td>
<td>78.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[42.9 – 59.2]</td>
<td>[59.1 – 68.5]</td>
<td>[27.2 – 39.8]</td>
<td>[74.1 – 83.0]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CI₉₅%: Confidence Interval 95%
Table 2: Means of the Trait Level (TL) at each time $t$ and $t'$ and in each group $G$ when a dichotomous group variable is introduced in the longitudinal mixed Partial Credit Model (for example, $G$ indicates the response to the Global Rating of Change: 0 indicating “About the same” and 1 indicating “Somewhat better”)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>$G = 0$</th>
<th>$G = 1$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time $t$</td>
<td>$\mu^{(t)}$</td>
<td>$\mu^{(t)} + \alpha + \beta^{(t)}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time $t'$</td>
<td>$\mu^{(t')}$</td>
<td>$\mu^{(t')} + \alpha + \beta^{(t')}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean change of the TL (Time effect)</td>
<td>$\mu^{(t')} - \mu^{(t)}$</td>
<td>$\left( \mu^{(t')} - \mu^{(t)} \right) + (\beta^{(t')} - \beta^{(t)})$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Supplementary material**

4.1 The Partial Credit Model

The PCM is an IRT model for polytomous data belonging to the Rasch models, in which the probability of a response \( y_i \) to an item \( j \) \((j = 1, \ldots, J)\) with \( l \) categories \((l = 1, \ldots, m_j)\) for the subject \( i \) \((i = 1, \ldots, N)\) is a function of the subject’s TL (denoted \( \theta_i \)). It can be written:

\[
P(Y_{ij} = y_i/\theta_i, \delta_{jl}) = \frac{\exp\left(y_i \theta_i - \sum_{l=1}^{m_j} \delta_{jl}\right)}{\sum_{c=0}^{m_j} \exp\left(c \theta_i - \sum_{l=1}^{c} \delta_{jl}\right)}
\]

where \( \delta_{jl} \) is the item parameter associated to the response category \( l \) of the item \( j \) [61]. The relationship between the TL and the expected score on the scale, \( E(S) \), can be calculated using the following equation [41]:

\[
E(S) = \sum_{j=1}^{J} \sum_{l=1}^{m_j} y_i \times P(Y_j = y_i/\theta_i, \delta_{jl})
\]

4.2 The Longitudinal Mixed Partial Credit Model

If \( \theta \) is considered as a random variable having, for example, a normal distribution \( N(\mu, \sigma^2) \), the PCM is a mixed-effects logistic model in which the parameters to be estimated are \( \mu \) (the TL mean in the sample), \( \sigma \) (the TL standard error in the sample) and \( \delta_{jl} \) (the item parameters)[62]. For repeated measurements, a longitudinal form of the mixed-effects PCM has been developed as it has yet been done for the Rasch model by Blanchin et al [53, 63]. The probability of a response in the category \( y \) of an item \( j \) at time \( t \) \((t = 1, \ldots, T)\) can be written as:

\[
P(Y_{ij}^{(t)} = y^{(t)} / \theta_i^{(t)}, \delta_{jl}) = \frac{\exp\left(y^{(t)} \theta_{i}^{(t)} - \sum_{l=1}^{m_j} \delta_{jl}\right)}{\sum_{c=0}^{m_j} \exp\left(c \theta_{i}^{(t)} - \sum_{l=1}^{c} \delta_{jl}\right)}
\]
The item parameters $\delta_{jt}$ are assumed to be constant within time assessments (i.e., measurement invariance is assumed) and can be estimated or are considered as known and fixed in the model. The other parameters to be estimated are the $\mu^{(t)}$ parameters (the TL mean in the sample at time $t$), $\sigma^{(t)}$ (the TL standard error in the sample at time $t$) and $\sigma^{(tt)}$ (the covariance between $\theta^{(t)}$ and $\theta^{(t')}$) with $t \neq t'$. The distribution of the TL is assumed to be a multinormal distribution of dimension $T$. The mean change over time of the construct measured by the questionnaire in the entire sample can be evaluated by the evolution of $\mu^{(t)}$ across each time $t$.

Dichotomous group variables ($G$ with realisation $g_i$ for the subject $i$) can be introduced in this model to be able to assess this time effect in various groups in the sample:

$$p(Y_{ij}^{(t)} = y^{(t)}|\theta_i^{(t)}, \delta_{jt}, \alpha, \beta^{(t)}) = \frac{\exp\left(y^{(t)}\theta_i^{(t)} + \alpha g_i + \beta^{(t)} g_i - \sum_{i=1}^{v} \delta_{jt}\right)}{\sum_{c=0}^{m_j} \exp\left(c\theta_i^{(t)} + \alpha g_i + \beta^{(t)} g_i - \sum_{i=1}^{v} \delta_{jt}\right)}$$

With the identifiability constraint $\beta^{(1)} = 0$, in this model, $\alpha$ represents the mean difference between the two groups at first time ($t = 1$) and $\alpha + \beta^{(t)}$ represents the mean difference between the two groups at time $t$. Means of the TL at each time $t$ and $t'$, and in each group are indicated in table 2. If the variable $G$ indicates the response to the GRC (0 indicating “About the same” and 1 indicating “Somewhat better”), the MCID-TL for improvement is equal to the mean change of the TL from time $t$ to time $t'$ in the group $G = 1$, that is $(\mu^{(t')}-\mu^{(t)}) + (\beta^{(t')}-\beta^{(t)})$.

[Table 2 near here]